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Email: Winterthur Bucharest

Update: Zurich
By goodwinclare@bluewin.ch

2nd April 2012
On this day in history the Falklands War began, Pope John Paul II died,
the Titanic was completed and Clare Goodwin and Conrad Ventur were
born. Birthdays: a day of reflection, getting one year older, a day to be
spoiled, a day to get Facebook wishes from people you hardly ever see,
some merely saying HB. A birthday is that special day in the year to mutter
to yourself, “I‘m alive, I’m ok (I think) I’ve got this far.” It’s that special day
to celebrate, maybe even go out for a nice romantic dinner for two.
A few months ago the 126m-high Prime Tower in Zürich was completed, filling its expensive emerald floors with international companies and
banks. Like all new towers, the top floor would not be complete without
a super-posh bistro/restaurant offering fantastic service and a spectacular view over the city. Unfortunately, ‘Clouds’ as this exclusive place is
called, echoes nothing more than an airport lounge. But unlike a normal
airport lounge, this one does indeed have a great view. Even without buying a drink one can visit the top, see an art (bird) work by Ugo Rondinone, check on the neighbours and play giant to those smaller, soon to be
knocked down buildings in the surrounding area. From the 36th floor,
the Freitag tower looks more like a Lego building than a flag-ship monument to their recycled-bag empire, K3 Project Space looks like the poor
relative to the polished sister-building home to gallery giants Presenhuber and Kilchmann. Gentrification has reached its peak on the Maag Areal and it’s not over yet.

To mark my 39th birthday we decided to book (back in February) a romantic table for two at the Clouds restaurant. For some reason the rumours of “nice food, nice view but pity about the service” didn’t put us
off. More fool us. We thought “it can’t be so bad” and, after all, it’s opposite my studio. With a babysitter in place our 8pm booking was within
grasp. Little did we know that our dream of a nice meal alone was to be
shortlived. “Paucic? No, sorry, no table booked here.” Can this be true,
surely not? Please look again. “No, sorry. There is no reservation under
‘Paucic’.” But, sorry, you must be mistaken, we booked a table for two
back in February – we even have an email confirmation (at home). “No,
sorry, we don’t have a table for two booked under Paucic.” This frustrating conversation with a very inexperienced waitress with no computer to
refer to, only a photocopied hand-written table-plan at hand, continued
for about 20 minutes. Does the fact that it’s my birthday not count for
anything? “No sorry, we have no table booked under Paucic.” Being on
the verge of a violent act towards this Frau I asked perhaps as it was my
special day if they could at least offer us a complimentary birthday drink.
With a slow, heartless reaction she led us to the bistro where finally someone with an ounce of professionalism came and offered us a beverage and
some nuts. If EasyJet ever decided to offer a first-class service, it would
most likely be like this. The odd thing was that we just couldn’t understand why it was that even with an email confirmation we didn’t have a
table booked. Forty minutes passed, we drank our free drink, tucked into
our salty snacks and enjoyed a plate of bread, cheese and meat that the
kind waiter brought us, when suddenly the young waitress ran towards
us smiling like the cat who got the cream: “We’ve found it, your booking
– it was under Goodwin!” What, is this true? It’s taken you forty minutes
to work that out. “But, Sir, you can have the table now, it’s yours!” Sorry,
not needed now, we are full. HB Clare.

Clare Goodwin and the Maag Tower. Photos: Sandi Paucic

info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there!
I was wondering if you will send me a text for the WeAreTheArtists
newspaper... I would really appreciate an update from the Romanian
art scene! Please let me know... Money for the flight is on the way.
All my best, Oliver
mirceanicolaeee@yahoo.com: hi oliver,
at the time being i am working on my next exhibition here in bucharest and there is a lot to do still. sorry to say i had completely forgotten
about the text you asked for in the meantime.
i can write, but this topic is not so interesting to me as a starting point.
if you help me out with some guiding questions, it would be easier for
me to give you what you need. so please think of the things you would
like to know about our marvelous art scene, and be sure you will get
some answers. four to five (real) questions should do it.
sorry to share the trouble of writing with you, in this way.
:D MN
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...ok, so here some questions for
you:
-First of all I would like to know what makes the art scene so marvelous?! Do you really mean it or was that a cynical choice of words? I
remember that in the beginning of the Millenium there was a vibrant
new art scene with a lot of young artists. Also there was an international focus on Southeastern Europe, mainly because of two big Balkan shows in central Europe. I always wonder if the enthusiasm from
these days is still there and if the artists who then became part of the
international art world are still doing fine. I just noticed that the focus
has since moved on to other countries like India and Islamic countries;
I dont hear so much about the Southeastern European artists that were
hip shortly after the year 2000 anymore... What happened to them?
Did they become professors at art schools? Or did they become nationally famous artists?
-This leads to another question: Is there someting like a national art
scene? Until the 1990s there was a rather strict distinction between official/ national artists and internationally famous artists. The official
artists were rather traditional, backwards sometimes, but at the same
time members of the cultural society and commercially successful. The
others – only a handful! - were important and influential for the art students who then became part of the international art scene around 2000.
That’s been about 10 years since then and I wonder if these ‘international’ young artists managed to be acknowledged also in the national
art scene. Do they get support from the government, do collectors buy
them? Is there a commercial system with galleries etc? Or is there still
an ‘official’ art scene that gets a lot of support but is by no means connected to the global discourse of contemporary art?
-And please tell me all about your exhibition in Bucharest! Where is
it and who is curating it? Will you show new works? Is it a big thing?
Glamorous?!
-And some picture please!!
All my best, Oliver
mirceanicolaeee@yahoo.com: hi oliver,
please find the text attached, it is 1500 words long, three pages. it is a
quick overview of the local art scene. i hope this is what you need:
The Romanian Art Scene – a quick overview
There is nothing marvelous or extraordinary about the local art scene
in Romania. It is not a bore, nor a disgrace either. My personal opinion
is that the cultural context at large is far more interesting , a real object
of analysis. Romanian architecture, society, politics and administration, the sociological as well as anthropological traits of the population
contain an immense number of characteristics that make the observer
cry and laugh at the same time, while keeping him alert intelectually
via absurd and unexpected turns of events. So it would be honest to say
that the subject matter that the Romanian art scene should process and
re-present is far more interesting than the art scene itself.
Nevertheless, one cannot ignore the fact that the fall of the Iron Curtain
/ Berlin Wall produced a fair amount of liberation in the 90s, and along
with it came a generation of artists that ‘rode the wave’. The Subreal
Group (Calin Dan and Iosif Kiraly), as well as Dan Perjovschi came out
of this very beneficial circumstance. They were embraced by the international art world as key figures telling important stories about our part
of the world. That generation of artists is still there, either working internationally or on the national level. Iosif Kiraly started the Photography and Video Department in the University for the Arts in Bucharest.
Dan Perjovschi ended up having an exhibition at MOMA.
There is also the peculiar case of Mircea Cantor, who walked all the
way to Paris in 1999, in the same manner that Brancusi did before him.
When he got there, he was included in the artist list of Ivon Lambert’s
famous gallery. He went on to exhibit at Tate and MOMA. Last year
he won the Duchamp Prize.
When the 90s ended, the international hype about Eastern Europe faded somewhat. It is all to do with politics. We are no longer doing the
work of revolutionaries, the political climate has stabilized to some extent, so it seems to be rather uninteresting from a certain point onwards.
However, some individuals still thrived, re-contextualizing local problems and then showing their projects internationally. A good example
is the artist duo Mona Vatamanu and Florin Tudor, who showed their
work at the Venice Biennial in 2007. They mainly deal with the traumatic re-shaping of the city of Bucharest that took place in the 80s,
leaving its mark on the whole urban space.
Generally speaking, there was a wave of new Romanian art around the
year 2000. In this context, one could mention the names of Vlad Nanca
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and Stefan Tiron. While the first was a socialite, the second was a visionary. They did work internationally, but did not achieve the status of the other artists mentioned so far. Maybe one of the reasons was
also their DIY approach to art projects, which made them quite wellknown, but not so viable from the point of view of an institutional way
of working.
At this point, it must be said that the Romanian contemporary art scene
relies more on the international level of activity, rather than on the national level. One is rarely amazed to find an exhibition of a Romanian
artist abroad, and see new work that was never published, nor shown in
Romania. The work often deals with very specific issues from Romanian reality. Projects like this are usually seen locally four to five years
after they were shown abroad.
On the other hand, the national art scene started to have some coherence
after the year 2000, when Vlad Nanca and Stefan Tiron started a mailing list for contemporary art events, lectures and openings.
Because better communication was now available, one was able to find
out what was going on in a quicker manner. The list is still active, and it
is also one of the main channels for communication of the art scene.
Another factor was the re-emergence of home galleries, which gave a bit
more freedom to young artists who were not invited in official shows.
Then, the official shows themselves were of two kinds. The first one
centered around the Museum of Contemporary Art, and they usually
showed work by Romanian artists who had already made it abroad.
The other kind was a traditional, painting and sculpture mix of work,
usually supported by the state financially, via the quite powerful Union
of Artists, the former production unit for the Communist Propaganda.
That is where most of the ‘local’ money was, and still is. Contemporary
art had some governmental support as well, via the Romanian Cultural
Institute. However, some of their activities still have very specific thematics and also require a tremendous amount of paperwork. One cannot sustain a decent livelihood out of this type of projects alone. As for
the local collectors, they only buy painting and sculpture of a dubious
kind produced by the Union of Artists. Contemporary art works would
be placed by these individuals in the pathological area of object production, being considered the work of madmen.
In the year 2005, the Plan B gallery was opened in Cluj, by Mihai Pop
and Adrian Ghenie. This was the first successful Romanian gallery on
the international market, exhibiting and selling work by Adrian Ghenie, Victor Man, Serban Savu at venues such as New York Frieze Art
Fair. They tried to establish a sort of follow up to the Leipzig School of
Painting, while also exhibiting video and conceptual work by Ciprian
Muresan as well.
This initiative, along with the Idea publishing house, established Cluj as
a viable alternative to Bucharest as a cultural hotspot. The other alternative was the city of Iasi, where the Vector Association organized the
Periferic Biennial beginning with 1997. The main man behind it was
Matei Bajenaru, a well-known artist himself, with exhibitions at Tate,
to name only one venue. The other interesting commercial gallery is
Andreiana Mihail in Bucharest. She has a very good selection of artists,
including the veteran Ion Grigorescu, now in his 60s, and also on the
peak of his international success.
As far as art centers are concerned, one can mention two, again. The
first one was The Centre for Visual Introspection, which lasted for one
or two years. They were responsible for the Romanian Pavilion at the
Venice Biennale in 2009, exhibiting work by Andreea Faciu, Ciprian Muresan and Stefan Constantinescu. Locally, they did quite a few
events. But then the Union of Artists reclaimed the space where they
functioned and it all ended. The same happened to the New Gallery
some years before, only this time it was not the Union, but the Museum of History of the City of Bucharest that wanted their gallery back,
only to turn it into an exhibition space for Sunday painters. Ten years
of contemporary art exhibitions were too much for them.
Then, there is the Pavilion Unicredit, which started as a publication,
and ended up as an art space and an organizer of the Bucharest Biennial,

now at its 5th edition. At the beginning it was associated with Dan and
Lia Perjovschi, and then more and more local and international artists
voiced their displeasure with the people who are in charge of the center.
Last year Art Leaks was launched as a website, and most of the information concerned the bad practice of this space while handling its relationship with its artists. In the end, Pavilion is one of the initiatives on
the global level which is part of the biennalization process, a great funding opportunity used to increase one’s image internationally, and to do
very little locally.
This situation changed last year, when new opportunities were created
for lesser known, younger artists. Two new spaces opened to the public, and they are of an entirely different nature as compared to most of
the galleries mentioned so far, as they are project spaces. The first one is
called Platforma, the second is Salonul de Proiecte. They are hosted by
MNAC Anexa, which is actually a building now belonging to the National Museum of Contemporary Art. They both exhibit new work by
young Romanian artists.
my best, mn
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: Hi there!
Thank you very much for the text! It would be great if you have some
pictures...!
All my best, Oliver
mirceanicolaeee@yahoo.com: Hi Oliver,
I thought about that, but I don’t know what to send you. The portraits
of the artists are copyrighted and there is no time to contact them and
ask for permission. Same goes for the works. I will try to think of something, but I am not sure I have a solution for this.
Mircea Nicolae
info@kunsthallewinterthur.ch: ...ok. I browsed on the internet and
found some pictures that go well with your text: I took a screenshot of
the Artleaks website - this is great, it’s very much the idea of WeAreTheArtists but much more professional in a way! - and I looked for pictures of the Pavilion Unicredit and Galeria Plan B. Do you know that
Plan B has a second gallery in Berlin?? Wouldnt that be a good gallery
for you to work with?
However, I think it’s ok to have just 2 or 3 pictures, most important is
the Artleaks anyway!!
All my best, Oliver

Update: Los Angeles
By alexandracroitoru@hotmail.com

Sculptural body-work = a collective body-of-work
This report is made by three pedestrian - resident artists of 18th Street
Art Center in Santa Monica, Los Angeles, California, United States of
America - who found a way to transform this mobility handicap into a
useful asset for the mind, body and spirit.
After accidently stumbling on a 1969 publication - “The Israel Army
Physical Fitness Book” - during one of our pedestrian mapping activities
in Echo Park, our approach on how to explore L.A. has changed dramatically. We come from Belo Horizonte, Brasil; Lima, Peru and Bucharest,
Romania - where we drive everyday from home to work – where we sit
at the computer all day long.

The closer supermarket to 18th Street Art Center is a Coop; printed on its
soup cup, a quote from United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon:
“Cooperatives are a reminder to the international community that is possible to pursue both economic viability and social responsibility”.

Before we established a routine of exercises suggested by the book and
healthy delicious vegan diet from the coop, we had to stop for a fashion
make-over at the American Apparel, “the vertically integrated manufacturer of California, the company which is now selling Made in USA
clothing to the largest consumer market in the world, China”.
After we tried on our matching outfits, we started the fitness program
while gallery touring in Culver City. To paraphrase what an Art History teacher used to say about Rome (as opposed to Florence): in L.A.
one walks for one hour before getting to a gallery to contemplate a show
only for one minute.

As a conclusion, we recommend L.A. to artists who want to improve
their health, their posture, their looks and their politically correct wardrobe! (Text by Alexandra Croitoru, Francisca Caporali and Giuseppe
de Bernardi)

People would say that we have a sedentary way of life; but we rather
think that our busy lifestyle made us choose to exercise the mind instead of the body.
Going through the above mentioned book’s introduction, we learned
that most of contemporary artists suffers from the “traditional Jew’s of
Eastern Europe” physical condition, as brilliantly presented by the author: “The ‘traditional Jew’ of Eastern Europe was known, in the past,
for his capability to bear mental sufferings and moral tortures and for his
physical weakness. Subjected to racial discriminations, the Jew of Eastern Europe or Muslim countries was not conscripted into the army, nor
did he engage in manual work. His main activity was in commerce and
the educational field. This had resulted in the Jew having weak arms and
soft back and belly muscles. These characteristics led, in turn, to several
diseases which were known as ‘Jewish’, in Eastern Europe, at the beginning of this century.”
Does anyone else feel very prepared to “bear mental suffering” but can’t
even carry the supermarket shopping bags from the car to the apartment?
We felt very close to this description and the idea of having our charming
belly fat tucked-in without any surgery procedure sounded like a great
goal for our California time.
Can we really imagine an art residency as an artist retreat?
We felt that just physical exercises weren’t enough. A complete change
of habits should include more attention with our food; so, of course, we
had to go Organic and Local!

Update: New York
By larapansnewartproject@gmail.com

So not even Bjork could get in. It was the after party for the Nordic Focus of The Armory Show and the bouncer was telling a small, prettily
dressed, woman that she couldn’t get in, there was a list, and, not even
that, there was no space inside the Ace Hotel. Not even Jacob Fabricius
could get in. The line was full of Scandinavians confused at the way New
York appeared to work.
Also in line to get into the party were representatives of The LGB Group,
who were showing with Gallery D.O.R., one of the more interesting
booths in the Nordic Focus (they were, amongst other conceptual oddities, selling their gallery in as a franchise edition of 5). Milos Lubarda,
one of the executors of the group, didn’t wait around to see if he could
get to the top of the line, instead decided to grab the nearest taxi - which
resulted in a lowscale fight - and bustled his party over to the Bruce High
Quality Foundation’s much more agreeable private party. The boys of
Bruce and co were celebrating with Lobster after the successful opening
of their Brucennial escapade. Vito Schnabel quietly left the loft apartment as the white wine ran out, escaping the eloquent, inebriated wrath
of the permanently out of place Milos Lubarda.
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Couch Curator
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Text by Oliver Kielmayer, photos by Sandi Paucic
Starring René Fahrni as Oliver, Paul Harper as Christian, Clare Goodwin as

Hey Christian... why not?

Amanda and Yuri A. as Paula.
Photos taken on April 1 2012 in Zurich.

Well
it’s just a bit strange that
while we’re preparing my show
at Kunsthalle, you don’t even think
it necessary to turn up to my
opening.

1
2
Oliver...
what a surprise, I didn’t
expect to see you here.

3
But you told me
about the work you were
going to show at Paula’s,
and also our show is basically
sorted. So I beg your pardon,
but it wasn’t top of my
agenda today.

Well,
obviously you were too
busy to make it to my opening
at Paula’s, but not busy enough to
miss the dinner party.

Can I hear a reproachful
undertone here?

5

So let
me guess what was
top of your agenda: sitting in
your office, googling emerging artists suggested by your curator friends?
Checking the homepages of artists who
are performing well on the current artfacts
ranking? Browsing for hip galleries? It’s just
like last time when you invited me to If
more is less then less is more; you never
even came to my studio, you just
ordered two pieces from my
website.

Excuse my interrupting you, but I happened
to overhear your discussion.
The show you’re talking about
was definitely called Less is less
and more is more! I remember
because it was soooooo
incredibly bad.

6

7
Do I know you from somewhere?

The show was called If less is
more then more is less-

Well, my
name’s Amanda, but my
friends call me Mandy.You can
call me Mandy. I’m an artist. I just
had a show in an independent art
space in Berlin last month. Currently I’m working on-

8

Listen Amanda, the show was
definitely not called Less is less and
more is more. I must know, because I
curated it.

Oops… Hmm... It wasn’t so
bad content wise, it was just
so, uh, poorly installed?

9

Listen
Amanda, before
making it worse, why
don’t you get yourself something to eat and then just fuck
off? What are you doing here
anyway? This was supposed to
be a VIP dinner, offered by
Christian’s gallerist!

10
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May I
introduce myself? My
name’s Amanda, but my friends
call me Mandy.You can call me
Mandy. I’m an artist. I just had a
show in an independent art space in
Berlin last month.Thank you very
much for your kind
invitation.

11

13

14

I’m well aware of that. I got such a
charming invitation from Paula!

But I don’t know you. And I certainly
didn’t invite you.

Hello everybody! It’s so nice having you here at
my place all together! Are you having a
good time?

15

12
16

Oh yes,
you did!!! You sent me an email,
mentioning Christian’s difficult behaviour
when installing the show and an invitation
for the private dinner tonight.

17

My difficult behaviour?!

Paula! Paula...! Would
you mind joining us for a moment,
please? This very obtrusive artist says that
you invited her this evening.

18

Don’t listen to her,
sweetie. I’ve never seen this person
before in my life and I don’t know what
she’s talking about. All I can remember is
inviting Amanda from the Museum of
Contemporary Art to come over.

Actually reading your email I
thought that there was some, uh, rather confidential information you were sharing with me... But
then I just assumed that this was your very personal
approach to get in touch with me so that we could
work together at some point.

19

I don’t
want to work with you.
There must have been a mistake.
And I’m sure that it was made by my
stupid assistant Sally again. Please excuse
me for a second, but I must have a
word with her right now... Sally...
Sally!!!

Oh
la la... So it was a
misunderstanding? Oops
did it again- haha!

20

Oh dear... I
thought Paula was interested in
my work and would want to arrange
a studio visit...
... but
hey, no hard feelings! So Oliver,
would you like to come over for a
studio visit?

Oliver and a studio visit, haha!

Excuse me?!

21
But
everybody in the art
world knows how lazy you are!
Even now, preparing my upcoming show
at Kunsthalle, you have never had time to
come over to my studio... And unlike other
curators who come and see my shows all over
the world in order to keep themselves upto-date, you even managed to miss my
opening at Paula’s today!

22
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23

Oh Christ, Christian!
First of all, I know your work and I
know that it’s good, so why would I travel a
long way to see it just to confirm something that
I’m already sure about? I don’t understand curators
travelling halfway round the world in order to look
at things they already know and like. I’m interested in
things I don’t know or I’m not sure about yet, things
that appal me, things that make me angry; but certainly not things I’m more or less familiar with
and already have an opinion about.

24

And do I
really have to tell you again how
tedious studio visits are? Usually it takes several hours only to find the studio somewhere in
the arse-end of a shitty neighbourhood, no name or
bell on the door, no public transport.Then you talk, drink
coffee and sit in front of a computer. I think it’s perfectly
fine if contemporary artists’ studios have turned into
offices, but I really don’t see any reason why I should
invest half a day into something that can be done
in one hour in a nice coffee bar, or in half
an hour at home!

25
I’m a painter and my studio is
full of work!

26
But
my work can’t
be documented on a
homepage, you have to
see it in reality!

Okay... so do you have a website?
Can I follow you on Facebook?

27

28

Listen Amanda, you’re here by mistake;
you are a mistake.

s, I

29

30
I think you’re just
lazy.You’re a couch curator,
that’s what you are.

Listen,
I can’t think of a single
piece of art that could not be presented in one form or another on a website. I don’t mean that it can display the same
qualities as the real object or installation, but for a
professional like me it is certainly enough in order to
decide if I could be interested in seeing more or not.
Do you have any idea how many invitations I get for
studio visits? Do you know how much time it takes
to make one? And do you know how often you
spend hours with artists telling you things
that you already know?

I cannot
believe how disrespectfully you treat Mandy, you have
no idea about her work! Also I think
you should respect artists who don’t
find the Internet a suitable forum in
which to present their work!
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I’m a what?!

But how
dare you?! I really do
my best to see as many shows
as possible when I travel and I
do my best to go to as many
openings as I can!

31

Well
perhaps you do go and
see some shows when you travel,
the problem is that you hardly ever
go anywhere. Did I see you at Art Miami
last November? Were you in Istanbul for
the biennial’s opening? So yes, you do go
to openings, but only if they happen to be
round the corner... or even better in
your own living room.

You’re a couch curator!

32
33

34

Listen Christian, I really think you should stop there.
Otherwise I’d like to talk about artists
who just pop up everywhere, at every
opening, every party, every private dinner.
There seem to be doppelgängers of them,
they must be breeding them somewhere,
which makes their obtrusiveness
even more disturbing.

Don’t tell
me now that you still
believe in the artist working in
his studio until he gets discovered
when a famous gallerist, collector or
curator pops in by chance. It’s bullshit!
We have to promote our work, we
have to go out there, to network and
to advertise it! The old romantic
picture of an artist is just
nonsense!

35
Exactly! Another reason
not to go in for studio visits
anymore.

37
I
think it’s useless to
discuss this any further with
you. I’m going to go and mingle.
And I suppose you’ll stay sitting
here on this couch the entire
evening? As usual?

Christian, may I come with you?

36

But
for sure! It’s so hard to find
a comfy place and I must say this is
a truly comfy one... And in a situation
where everybody is desperately trying
to move and see everything, you
actually see more if you just
don’t move at all!

It’d be my pleasure, Mandy!

END
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Diary: New York
By contact@conradventur.com

2 april 2012
My birthday. Low key 30s. Somehow the skylight above my bed looks different. I’ve been staring up at that for one year here in Brooklyn. Today it’s
sunny. I can see the planes go overhead – the flight path directly over. The
birds on the roof sound like they are swimming in a big puddle of water that’s
up there out of sight. I can hear their wings flapping and the water splashing.
I spend most of the day working on a grant application that is due.
Later in the evening I try to go to a Douglas Crimp talk at The Kitchen in
Chelsea, but it’s completely full and they turn me away. I thought on my
birthday things would be different but they are not. But I don’t mind. I’ll see
him some other time. I walk over to Billy’s and I buy four cupcakes and go
see my friend Kent in Hell’s Kitchen. We go for a beer at the pub. Strange
combination I know – cupcakes and beer, but it’s what I wanted.

7-8 april 2012
I spent the weekend helping my friends move the matriarch of their family
into a home for older people. She’s 96. She spent most of her life in Poughkipsie, but for the last year has been living with her son and daughter-in-law in
a beautiful neighborhood in Connecticut, just up the coast from Old Lyme.
I only took a few photos and the ones that resonate with me don’t have anything to do with boxes or the new apartment or any of that though I do
know her new home is lovely. There is the view she had for the last year of
Long Island Sound from the house – I took a photo of that view with daffodils just coming out of the ground and a dock curling out into the waves.
The other photo I took while on the train back to New York. Something
about all the old cars in the junkyard caught my eye – all these cars sitting
around just at the edge of a landscape of water and trees – the two coming
so close to each other but separated by a fence.

In the evening I went to MoMa, where the exhibition Millennium Magazines is on view in the Education Building. Organized by Rachael Morrison
and David Senior of the MoMA Library, they describe the exhibition as a
“survey of experimental art and design magazines published since 2000 explores the various ways in which contemporary artists and designers utilize
the magazine format as an experimental space for the presentation of artworks and text.” My own publication USELESS which I’ve been publishing since 2003 was included in the show. A panel discussion on this night
included K8 Hardy of LTTR, Flint Jamison of Veneer Magazine and others.
Afterwards, we all went to the 6th floor of MoMA for a reception of wine
and cheese. I took a photo of the MoMA garden from above while Kraftwerk was doing a rehearsal on the other side of the museum in preparation
for their series of upcoming performances.

4 april 2012
April is one of those months littered with fundraisers for all the non-profit art organizations in New York. I found myself at a kind of random one
in SOHO. Up an elevator and into a huge loft filled with a lot of random
people and art all over the walls. It’s an auction. It’s random. Warhol Superstar Ivy Nicholson is expecting me. We spoke on the phone earlier in the
day. She’s dressed the same as her daughter Penelope - with their matching
headpieces and in all white. We’ve been working on a project together for
a couple of years. It started in 2010 when I was in the middle of re-staging
Andy Warhol’s screen tests, using the same people who sat for them in the
mid-60s. Ivy and Penelope sat for me. Penelope was only a few months old
when Andy did his film portrait of her. It’s crazy to see her now, 45 years
later. So different. So anyways… at this benefit party, I encourage Ivy and
Penelope to leave with me so I can take some photographs outside. We walk
north and over, towards the East Side. It’s about 11pm. We take our photos
outside a church on some steps.

9 april 2012
I’ve set up my work in the studio to show some people this week, so I spent
most of this day setting up. The studio is on Allen Street near Grand, in Chinatown above a parking garage. I’ve installed a ‘prism piece’ in the studio
- this format of installation where I project videos through rotating prisms.
The prisms hang from a disco ball motor that is mounted to the ceiling.
The prism creates a kaleidoscopic fracture on the wall of what is being projected. In this particular example, I’m showing a video of Dusty Springfield
performing one of her songs. I got it off YouTube. It’s a sad miserable song.
Sometimes when I’m in a horrible mood I’ll put that song on just to remind
myself that things are not as bad as I think. I could be Dusty.
I also installed my ‘screen tests’ on two monitors. I’ve met some amazing
people through the process of making this work. It’s how I started to work
with Mario – I knew that he had done a screen test for Andy, and I was thinking it would be great to recreate that with him, and also Mario Banana, the
legendary film where he eats/gives head to a banana. So in the studio I am
showing a few short films that I’ve done of Mario from the last couple of
years, including those.

5 april 2012
I’ve been working with the legendary underground film and theater actor Mario Montez for two years. After 35 years in hiding, he emerged out
of retirement around 2009/2010. He’s known for his roles in the films of
Jack Smith, Jose Rodriguez Soltero, Andy Warhol, and the productions of
Charles Ludlam. So this day I’m printing dozens of photographs at a lab on
Broadway near Canal Street. On my way there I stop to take a photo of the
empty lot on Centre Street where in the 60s, Mario’s loft building once
stood. My memory of New York continues to expand the longer I live here
- my own memories melding with the stories of others.

10 april 2012
Some days I just need to rest. Since I’d hurt my back moving my friend’s
grandmother, I spend several days at home just resting.
12 april 2012
This is what I call a marathon day. Because New York is so compact and efficient, it is totally possible to do a TON of things all in one day. It’s not like
when I lived in London, when you’d just kill HOURS trying to get from
one part of the city to the next. No. In New York you are only a few minutes cab ride from where you need to be.
I start in Chelsea at a 1pm lunch with artist AA Bronson, one part of the
collective General Idea [1964-1994]. I have a fish sandwich. We catch up
and discuss the summer.
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Then back home to work on a project in Brooklyn, then back on the subway to the East Village and the Fales Library on Washington Square. In conjunction with the exhibition The Piers: Art and Sex along the New York
Waterfront at the Leslie-Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian Art, I’m going to a panel discussion about past art projects that were done at the piers.

By ferhatozgur@gmail.com

The curator Jonathan Weinberg moderated the panel that featured critic
and David Wojnarowicz biographer, Cynthia Carr, and artists Ivan Galietti
and Uzi Parnes. At the reception following the talk are Ethan Shoshan and
Agosto Machado. Shoshan is a New York-based artist and Machado is a legendary theater performer.

13 april 2012
I get a last-minute call from Kent who found me a job doing a photograph
of 13 people who work at a design agency in mid-town. Kent works for
Christie’s in the graphic design department and since he freelances, he gets
calls from his other clients for random things all the time. They need a group
photo. It’s a lot of money for what amounts to ten minutes of work and will
pay for half of the photographs I printed this week. I took a few shots of the
Empire State Building before the people came out for the photo. For me,
what I love about New York is that whenever I need something to happen,
it happens. I spent way too much money printing photographs this week,
and as if the city was listening to me - all of a sudden I got this job. I wasn’t
looking for it. I didn’t ask for it. It just happened. New York moves quickly,
and if you’ve in the right place at the right time, it treats you well. All you
need to do is keep circulating around.

21 September 2011 was credited as a stain in Turkey. On this day, all
galleries located around Tophane district, in Beyoğlu in Istanbul took a
common decision to celebrate their exhibitions opening together. They
though that it could motivate more visitors to come and join the collaborative openings. Unexpedtedly huge crowded invaded the galleries were
going in and out from one to another, enjoying contemporary art with
their drinks in hands. Many of them were chatting in front of the galleries. Everything seemed all right to begin with until the incident started with a verbal confrontation between gallery visitors and a few locals.
Then all of a sudden the few locals were suddenly joined by dozens and
started to beat people up. Some people ran inside the gallery while others
ran away. The attackers broke the windows of a gallery, pepper sprayed
the people inside and moved on to attack other galleries. At least five people were in the hospital with injuries from pepper spray, broken bottles,
batons and knives. Incident started with a verbal confrontation between
some gallery visitors who were smoking in the street, drinks in hand, and
a woman wearing a chador. Some of the visitors allegedly insulted the
woman and the local youth reacted...
Police were “too tolerant” toward the attackers, a claim strengthened by
the immediate detention of just one person. The remaining detentions came
much later. After this nasty attack, comments were linked to gentrification
fueled the incident and the initial concerns about a clash between conservative and liberal factions. To some, people are worried that the price of the
real estate will go up and they will lose their homes whereas to many, deeper
reason was the rising conservatism.

Then I hop in a cab and go over to Chelsea for a reception at Eyebeam for
their current exhibition. My friend April Hunt is DJing. We order pizza for
delivery and dance until late. Artists Deville Cohen and Rashaad Newsome,
who were both in the Greater New York exhibition at MoMA PS1 with
me, are in attendance.
Tophane district where attack occurred

However they are defined – to be tolerant toward each other, adding that
violence cannot be excused for any reason. Local residents said that the incident was not organized and the neighborhood has a mosque and a church
next door to each other but no incidents had ever happened before.
When Tophane residents were asked if they were concerned about being
pushed out of their neighborhood due to urbanization, and whether that
could have been a motivation behind the attack, they all denied the theory
with similar comments , just as they dismissed claims that the attack was preplanned. Yet the website www.tophanehaber.com has, however, been posting stories for weeks on how the hostels, alcohol-serving restaurants and art
galleries in Tophane are corrupting the morals of the neighborhood.
Answering a question about the release of the seven suspects who had been
detained for assault, Ministry of Culture said the police are continuing their
efforts to identify the attackers. But so far nobody has been arrested.

Picture found on http://theturkishlife.blogspot.com

